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Abstract 
Pol, E., Function spaces in dimension theory and factorization theorems, Topology and its 
Applications 39 ( 199 1) 189-204. 
The main result of this paper in the following theorem: given a mappingf: X --* 2 of a Tychonoff 
space X into a metrizable space 2 of weight 7, for almost every (in the sense of Baire category) 
mapping g : X + J( TY’ into the countable power of the hedgehog space of spininess r we have 
(i) dim g(X) < dim X and 
(ii) there exists a mapping k : g(X) --, 2 satisfying f= h 0 g. 
This gives a new approach to factorization theorems of Pasynkov. We show also that, given a 
mapping f: X + ‘-: of 2 metrizable space X of weight r into itself, for almost every mapping 
h : X + J( 7)” there exists u : J( 7)” + J( T)” such that u 0 h = h oJ: 
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Pasynkov’s factorization theorem [lo] says that for every mapping f: X + 2 of a 
Tychonoff space X to a metrizable space 2 there exists a metrizable space Y and 
mappings g : X + Yandh: Y+Zsuchthatf=hog,dim YsdimXandwei 
weight 2. In this paper we show that, given a mapping f: X + Z OF a Ty 
space X into a metrizable space 2 of weight T, the set of all mappings g : X + J( 7)“’ 
into the countable power of the hedgehog space J(T) of spininess r satisfying 
conditions 
(i) dim &X) < dim X and 
(ii) there exists a mapping h : such thatf-hog, 
is residual in the space of all 
limitation topology or with th 
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of two parts: first we prove that the set of all mappings satisying (ii) is residual (see 
Section 4) and in Section 6 we show, using some results of [ 131, that the set of ail 
mappings satisfying (i) is residual. 
It seems that the first theorem in this direction was proved in 1956 by M. Katetov, 
who obtained a similar result for a mapping f: X + 2 onto metrizable separable 
space 2 and the function space C’(X, R) of all totally bounded mappings into a 
separable Banach space R (see [7, Theorems 1.16 and 1.93). 
Our second result concerns extensions of mappings. We proved in [ 121 that for 
a given separable metrizable space X and a mapping f: X + X the set of all 
embeddings of the space X into the Hilbert cube I” such that the function hfh-’ 
is extendable to a mapping $:h(X)+ h(X) is residual in the space C(X, 1”). We 
generalize this theorem to the case when X is a metrizable space of weight T, 
replacing I” by J(T)? Namely, we show (Theorem 5.1) that for every continuous 
mapping f: X + X of a metrizable space X of weight T into itself the set of all 
embeddings h : X + J( +’ such that there exists u : J( 7)“’ + J( T)~ satisfying h of= 
u 0 h is residual in the space of all mappings from X into J(T)” considered either 
with the limitation topology or the uniform convergence topology. 
2. Notation and definitions 
Our terminology follows [5]. All spaces are assumed to be Tychonoff. By the 
dimension we understand the covering dimension dim (for Tychonoff spaces defined 
2~s in [S, Chapter 71). The word mapping and a symbol f: X + Y denotes always a 
continuous function. The symbol I denotes the unit interval, N the set of natural 
numbers and by T we denote always a cardinal number 2 K,. If K is an abstract 
simplicial complex then 1 K 1 denotes its geometric realization equipped with the 
metric topology induced by the Hilbert space in which 1 M 1 is naturally embedded. 
Given families &, 3 of sets in a space Y we write & -K 9 if & refines 9 and & =? ,%3 
if & star-refines 3 (i.e. if St SQ = {St(A, J@: A E d} refines a, where St(A, &) is the 
union of all elements of SQ that hit A). If Y is a space then cov( Y) is the family 
of all open covering of Y. Given % E cov(X), a mapping f: X + Y is called a 
%-mapping if there exists ‘VZ cov( Y) such that f-‘( “Y”) refines %. A family & of 
subsets of a metric space (X, p) is S-discrete, if p( A, B) 2 S for every distinct A, 
BE d, where 
PM, R) - L fn{p(a, 6): a E A, b E B}. 
2.1. Residual sets. A subset A of a space X is residual it its complement X\A is a 
first category set (i.e. X\A is the union of countably many nowhere dense sets). A 
countable intersection of residual subsets of X is residual in X. Note that if X has 
the Baire property (i.e, the intersection of countably many dense open subsets of 
,X is dense in X) then every resldua! set in X is dense in 
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2.2. The limitation topology in function s ace. If f and g are maps of a space X 
into a space Y and ‘If E COV( Y) then g is said to be ‘V-close to f provided for every 
x E X the set {f(x), g(x)} is contained in some member of 7r. For a map f: X + Y 
and ‘VE cov( Y), by B(f, V) we denote the set of all maps g : X + Y which are 
“Ir-close to J By C(X, Y) we denote the function space of all mappings from X to 
Y topologized with the limitation topology in which a set U c C( X, Y) is open if 
for every f E U there exists “VE cov( Y) such that B(J ‘Ir) c U (see [ 15, Section 11; 
cf. also [ 11). If Y is a completely metrizable space, then the space C(X, Y) has the 
Baire property and if Y is a metric space with a fixed metric p then the sets of the 
form B,(J;cu)={g~c(X, Y):p(J~x),g(x))~cuf(x) for all XEX}, where a!~ 
C( !?, (0, +m)), form a basis of (closed) neighbourhoods off in C(X, Y) (see [16, 
Section 11). 
og space J(T) and the space J(T)*. By J(T) we denote the hedgehog 
space of spininess 7 (or the r-star space), i.e. the set obtained by identifying all 
zeros in the set IJ {I, : ar E A}, where Ia = I for Q! E A and A is an index set of 
cardinality r, equipped with the complete metric 
(7(x, Y) = 
1 
Ix - y] if x, y belong to the same interval Ia 
X+Y if x, y belong to distinct intervals. 
We consider the countable power J( $’ of J( T) with the complete metric p defined 
bY 
p((xi)E=l, (_Yi)?==l) = f 2-‘0(xi, Yi)* 
i=l 
Recall that the space J(+” is an absolute retract which is universal for metrizable 
spaces of vVeight T (see [5, Theorem 4.4.9. and Problem 5.5.1.(c)]) and is homeo- 
morphic with a Hilbert space of weight T (see [ 16, Section 51). 
e uniform convergence topology. Besides the space 
C(X, J(T)@) with the limitation topology we will consider also the space of all 
,nappings from X to Jo with the topology of uniform convergence induced by 
the complete metric 
d(J; g) = SUP{P(fW, g(x)): x E Xl, 
where J g : X + J( 7)” and p is the metric defined in 2.3, 
by C,(X, J( 7)“). Nate that the limitation topology in 
from X to Jo is finer than the uniform convergence 
3. Auxiliary lemmas 
This space will be denoted 
the space of all mappings 
topology. 
The following simple lem 
given in this paper. 
ey role in the proofs offactorizatirs, i_heorems 
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3.1. mma. Let f: X + 2 be a mapping of a space X to a metrizable space 2 with a 
compkte metric p. For n E N let %,, be an open covering of the space Z by the sets of 
diameter less then 1/n. Their for every mapping g : X + Y into a metrizable space Y, 
if g is a f - ’ ( “u, )-mapping for every n E N, then there exists h : g ( X ) + Z such that 
f(x) = hg (x) for every x E X. 
First note that if y E g(X), then fg-‘( y) consists of one point. Indeed, for 
every k E N there exists a neighbourhood Vk of y such that g-‘( V,) c f -‘( Uk) for 
some Uk E G!& ; thus fg-‘(y) c Uk for every k and diam fg-‘(y) = 0. For every y E 
g(X) we put h(y) =fg-‘(y). To show that h defined in this way has continuous 
extension onto g(X) it suffices to check that for every sequence (y”} c g(X) such 
that y, + y E g(x) the sequence { h( y,,)} converges to some point of Z (see [2, 
Chapter I, Section 8, Theorem I]). However, if (yn} c g(X) and yn --, y E g(X), then 
for every k E N there exists an open set Vk 3 y such that fg-‘( V’) c Uk E %!k. Thus 
for every k E N there exists n,f N such that for n, m > n, we have y,,, y,,, E Vk and 
hence p(h(y,), h(y,,,))< l/k. This means that {h(y,)} is a Cauchy sequence in Z, 
hence it converges to some point of Z. II 
The next lemma describes a well-known property of J( T)~ (in fact condition (ii) 
describes a property of a Hilbert space of weight T, to which J( +” is homeomorphic). 
We will give a short proof of it for the sake of completeness. 
3.2. Lemma. Let f: X --, Z be a mapping of a space X into a metrizable space Z and 
(Ap}3t s be a discrete family of subsets of Z, where ISI s r. Then 
(i) theset9=(g:X+J(r)“: thefamily{~-‘(A,)}s~sisS-discreteforsomeS~O} 
is dense in the space Cd (X, J( +‘), 
(ii) the set 9’= (g : X + J( 7)“: the family {gf-‘(A,)},,, is discrete} is dense in the 
space C(X, J(T)“). 
Proof. Since J(T) E AR, then there exists a function 4 :X + J(T) such that 
{ (6( f -‘(A,))} is 2-discrete (for example, any function sending sets f -‘(A,) into 
different end-points of J(T)). To prove (i) it suffices to notice that if 
h=(hi):X+ i Ji, 
i=l 
where Ji = J(T) for every i, then the function g = (gi) : X + flT=, Ji such that gi = hi 
for i#n andg,=4 we have d(g, h)a l/2” and the family {gf-‘(A,)},,s is (l/2”)- 
discrete. The proof of (ii) can be obtained by the following argument given in [ 16, 
Section 5, proof of Lemma]. Let h = (hi) : X + flT=, Ji and cy : flF=, Ji + (0,l) be 
arbitrary mappings . Since J( 7) E ,W, then there exists c : J( T) x J(T) x [Q, 00) such 
that c(x,, x2, t) =x, for t 6 1 and C(X, , x2, t) = x2 for t 2 2. Define g = (gi) : X + 
n:’ Ji by g,(x) = c(hi(x), c#J(x), 2’ah(x)) for XE X. Then i(g(x), h(x))< ah(x) for 
every x E X, where p’< (xi), (vi)) = maxi, ,,, a(xi,yi), and the family {gf-‘(A,T)},,s is 
discrete in J( 7)“‘. This shows that the set 9’ is dense in C( X, ,I( r)“) (see 2.2). 0 
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4. Factorization of 
We start with formulation of the results obtained in this section. 
4.1. Theorem. Let f : X + Z be a mapping of a space X to a metrizable space Z of 
weight r. Then 
(i) the set S={g: X+ J(r)“? there exists h:g(X)+Z such that f =hog) is 
residual in both spaces Cd( X, J( T)~) and C( X, J(T)&‘), 
(ii) if 2 is a completely metrizable space, then the set %‘= (g : X + J(T)‘? there 
existsh:g(X)+Zsuch thatf(x)=hg(x) forxEX) isresidualinCd(X,J(+‘) and 
C(X, J(r)“). 
Putting Z = X and f = id in the above theorem we obtain the following corollary 
proved in [16, Section 31 for C( X, J( 7)“) with the limitation topology and in [ 13, 
Proposition 3.41 and [9] (the case of completely metrizable spaces) for Cd (X, J( 7)“) 
with the uniform convergence topology. 
.2. Corollary. Let X be a metrizable space (respectively completely metrizable space) 
of weight T. Then the set of all embeddings (respectively closed embeddings) of X into 
Jo is residual in Cd(X, J(T)“) and C(X, J(r)*). 
If X is n-dimensional space, then the set of all mappings g :X + J( T)~ of X into 
J( 7)” satisfying dim g(X) s n is residual in the spaces Cd(X, J(T)“‘) and 
C(X, JW”) t see [ 131 and Corollary 6.2 below). From this fact, Theorem 4.1.(i) 
and Corollary 6.7 we obtain the following generalizations of Pasynkov factorization 
theorems (see [lo, 111). 
3. Coral Let f be a mapping of a space X onto a metrizable space Z of weight 
7. lhen thesetk={g:X+J(r)“: dimg(X)snandthereexistsamappingh:g(X)+ 
Z satisfying f(x) = hg(x) for each x E X) is residual in the spaces C,(X, J(T)“) and 
C(X, JW”). 
4.4. Corollary. Let f : X + Z be a mapping of a normal space X onto a metrizable 
space Z of weight T and let X, , X2, . . . be a sequence of closed subspaces of X. Then 
the set S of all mappings g : X + J( 7)” such that dim g( Xi) s dim Xi and there exists 
h :g(X)+ Z satisfying f(x) = hg(x) f or every x E X is residual in the spaces 
Cd( X, J( 7)“) and C( X, J( 7)“). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 re uces to the special case w 
considered in the following lemma. 
,Z = J( 7), which is 
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.s. mma. If f: X + J( T) is a mapping of a space X into J(r), then the set 
9={g:X+J($“: thereexists h:J(r)“+5(~) such thatf=hog} 
is residual in the spaces Cd (X, J( 7)“) and C( X, J( 7)“). 
Proof. Denote J( rj = J. For each n E N take the covering %,, of J of cardinality 
6 r by the sets of diameter less than l/n, which is the union of two discrete 
subfamilies. Let 
X,={g:X+J”:gisaf-‘(%,)-mapping}. 
We will show that the set X, contains an open dense subset of C,(X, J”) and is 
itself open and dense in C(X, J”). 
Fix nc IV; then Q,, = W’ u Lwr,, where ‘Vi = { Wi,v}8ES is a discrete family of 
cardinality G T. Take a refinement ‘V of Q,, such that V = ‘V, u V,, where V;i = { Vi,},, s 
and the family 9i = {K}SES is a shrinking of ‘%fi. 
Consider the sets 
%i = (g : X + J": the family g( f -‘( Wi)) is S-discrete for some 6 > 0}, 
%I = {g : X + J’“: the family g( f -‘( Wi)) is discrete}, 
%‘~={g:X+J”:g(f-‘(U9i))ngf-‘(J\U Wi)=g}. 
It is easy to see that the sets 9?i and Ri are open in C,(X, J”) and 99: and ,%!‘I are 
open in C(X, J”). By Lemma 3.2 the sets %i and Y< are dense in C,(X, J”) and 
le: and %: are dense in C(X, J”). 
We will show now that 
The first inclusion is obvious; for the proof of the second one take g E n;= l ( %i n %‘i). 
For every y E g(X) we will find an open set U such that g-‘( U) c f -‘( U’) for some 
U’ E %,. The family gf -‘( Y) is locally finite as the sum of two discrete families 
gf -‘Vi) and gf -‘( V;), h -- ence g(X) = lJ (gf -‘( V): VE clr}. Thus there exists i E 
{ 1,2} and s E S such that y E gf -‘( x,). Since g E 9i then there exists a neighbourhood 
Ul of y disjoint with gf -‘( Wi,sp) for every s’ f s; and since g E Y& then there exists 
a neighbourhood U2 of y disjoint with g( f -‘(J\u W;.)). Thus for U = U, n Uz we 
have g-‘( V) c f -‘( Wi,s). 
It follows that the set Y’c, is residual in both spaces C,(X, J”) and C( X, J”); in 
fact X, is open in C(X, J”) (see [16, Lemma 1.4(a)]). 
To end the proof it suffices to show that I::_, Y”,, c 9. This follows from the fact 
that if g E n’z.= I Yl,, then by Lemma 3.1 there exists h : g(X) + J such that hg(x) = f(x) 
for every ..x E X and since J” E A then h eaD be extended onto the whole J”. 0 
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We can assume that Z is a subspace of the space J(T)” 
(closed subspace of J(r)” if 2 is completely metrizable; cf. [S, Ex. 4.4.B]). 
Let f= (Ji’) : X + 2~ nz, Ji, where Ji = J(T) for every ie IV. By Lemma 4.5 for 
every i E IV the set 
Si = {g : X + J( T)O: there exists hi : J( T)~ i* Ji such that J = hi * g} 
is residual in an appropriate function space, so the set n;=, gi is also residual. For 
every g E n;=, Si and every i E N there exists hi : J( T)~ + Ji such that fi: = hi * g; 
thus for i = (hi) : J( 7)” 3 HE, Ji we havef = i * g. The mapping h = 61 g(X) (respec- 
tively h = @g(x)) satisfies (i) (respectively (ii)). Cl 
emark. From the proof of Lemma 4.5 it follows that if f: X + Z is a mapping 
of a space X into a metrizable space 2 and % is an open covering of Z which is 
the union of finitely many discrete families of cardinality r, then the set of f-‘( %)- 
mappings of X into .I( 7)” is residual in C,(X, J( 7)“‘) and is open and dense in 
C(X, JW’). 
xtension of mappings of a etrizable space into itself 
In [12] we have shown that for a given metrizable separable space X and a family 
{.fJZ o f mappings of X into X the set of all embeddings h of X into the Wilbert -- 
cube I” such that dim h(X) G dim X and all functions hJ;rh-’ are extendable to -- 
mappings x : h(X)+ h(X) is residual in the space C(X, P). In this section we 
obtain a counterpart of this theorem for metrizable spaces of arbitrary weight. 
Let f: X + X be a mapping of a metrkab!e space X of weight T into 
itsel$ Then the set ST of all mappings h ; X + J(T)” for which there exists u : J( T)~ + 
Jo such that the diagram 
Jo A JWw 
commutes, is residual in the spaces C,(X, J( T)~) and C(X, J( 7)“). 
Since the set of embeddings of X into Jo is residual and by virtue of 
Corollary 6.2 below we obtain the following: 
If X is a metrizable space of weight T and (J)T= a is a family of mappings 
en the set 2 of all embeddings h : X + Jo such that 
(i) dim h(X) s dim X and 
(ii) every mapping /IL 
residual in the space C,, ( 
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We will give separate proofs of Theorem 5.1 for the spaces CJX, J( $‘) and 
C(X, J(r)“‘), starting from the function space with the limitation topology. 
heorem 5.1 for C( ) Jo) with the limitation to enote 
J=J(T). Let %,, 91, ,.... be a sequence of open coverings of J” such that diam %,, + 
0, %, < %+, -% 59, for every n E N and every %,, is the union of finitely many 
discrete families. 
For every n E N let 
9” = (g : X + J”: there exists a locally finite open covering W of J” 
such that W< 75i‘< %, and g is a f -'g-'( W)-mapping}. 
We will show that 9” are open and dense subsets of C(X, J”) such that n;=, Sn c X 
If g E 3” then g is f -'g-'( W)-mapping for some locally finite open cover W of 
J” satisfying W< W < %,. Let 7r be a locally finite open covering of J” such that 
for every VE ‘If we have g-*(St( V, T)) c f -'g-'( W) for some WE W. Let us take 
a locally finite open covering W’ of J” such that the covering W, = 
{St( W, W’): WE W} is locally finite and W, < %,, (the existence of W’ can be easily 
verified). Let Y’ = 7r A W’. We will check that every mapping g belonging to B( g, 7r’) 
is a f -‘g-‘( W)-mapping, hence B(g, 7rl) c S,,. 
Since g E B(g, ‘v”), then for each VE “v^ we have 
g-‘(V)cg-‘(St(V,v))Cf-‘g-‘(W) 
for some WE W. Moreover, since gc B(E, W’), then 
g \ -‘( W) c g-‘(St( W, ‘W’)), hence 
g-‘(V)cf-‘g-‘(w)cf-‘g-‘(St(W, W'))=f_'(g-'(W')), 
where W, = St( W, W’) E W,. This shows that g is a f -'g-'( W,)-mapping. 
Now we will show that 9,, is dense in C(X, J”). Let g E C(X, J”) be an arbitrary 
mapping and “I’ an arbitrary open covering of J”. Let W = f -'g-'( %n+2). Since 
%,,+-, is the union of finitely many discrete families of open sets, then by Remark 
4.7 the set of all W-mappings of X into J” is residual in C(X, J”), hence there 
exists a W-mapping g belonging to B(g, T A %,l+2). We will check that g E 9”. Let 
x E J”. Since jj is a W-mapping, there exists a neighbourhood V of x such that 
$j-‘( V) c f -'g-'( U,) for some &E %,,+?. Since jj E B(g, %,,+2), then 
g-7 w c g-w u:!, %,,+z)) c g-y U,) 
for some U, E %*+, and hence g-‘( V)c f -'g-'( U,). Thus g is a f -'g-'(%,+')- 
mapping for locally finite covering % ,,+ l satisfying %n,_l K Q,. This shows that 8 E 9”. 
To end the proof it suffices to check that nT=, 9,, c 2K If gc nT=, & then g is 
f -'g-'( %,)-mapping for every n E ZV, hence by L;mma 3.1 there exists u : g(X) + J” 
such that ug(x) = gf(x) for every x E X. Since J’” E AR, u can be extended onto the 
whole Jw. 0 
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NOW we pass to the proof of Theorem 5.1 for the tapology of uniform convergence. 
First we prove the following lemma. 
5. mna. Let f : X + X be a mapping of a metrizable space X of weight 7 into itsel$ 
Then the set 
% ={(#I 3 l l l 3 Clii-1, (9, #i+lv l l l I E Ctt(X, Jo): 
there exists u : J( T)~ + J(r) such that 
U”(~~,**=,3/i-~,Jli+~,~**)=Qof} 
is residual in C,(X, J(r)w). 
Without loss of generality we can assume that i = 1. Let J = J( 7) and J” = 
nr=, Jk, where Jk=J for kEN. 
For every n E N take open coverings a,, and %L of the space J, = J satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(1) diam an+O, 
(2) % = w,(n)u ‘K(n), w h ere the family W;.(n) is q,-discrete for some E, > 0, 
(3) Sk= V;(n)u r/;(n), and Si(n)={V: VE vi(n)} is a shrinking of Wr,(n) for 
i=l, 2, 
(4) p(U $i(n), J\U Wi(n)) > E, for i = 1, 2. 
It is easy to see that such coverings %, and %L exist. 
We will show now that the set 
z* = 
I 
(Q,~,~)EC~(X,J”):Q:X+J,,~C,:X+ i Jk 
k=2 
and qb is af-‘q-‘( %,&mapping 
I 
is residual in the space Cd(X, J”). Indeed, let Wi = Wi(n), yi = K(n), % = si(n) 
and E, satGy (l)-(4). 
Let 
?Gi= (Q,@)ECd t X, fi Jk : \ k=l 
Q:x+J,,#:x+ i Jk 
k=2 
and the family 
{$cf -‘q-‘( B( w, E)): WE Wi} is &-discrete for some E > 0 , 
and 
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It is easy to see that the sets si and %$ are open in Cd(X, nz=’ Jk) for i = 1,2. We 
will check that the set %i is dense in this space. Take arbitrary (cp, +) : X + flT=, Jc; 
and E > 0. By virtue of (2) there exists no E N such that 2-q)< E and the family 
{ B( W, 2-“0): WE w/;.) is 2-“‘o-discrete. Let r : X + J be a mapping sending sets 
F1~-‘( B( W, 2-“0)) into the ends of different spines of J. Let us define K : X + 
nrz2 Jk as follows: 
K(X) = h(X), K3(X),. . 1, 
where 
Kli(X)= &(X) for k # no+ 1 and K,,,+’ = r(x). 
Then K E B(#, 279, hence 
(Q, 4~ WQ, $1, 2-““)- 
If 
then 
xf f -‘Q-‘(it w, 2-“4b)) and X’E f -‘Q-‘(B( w’, 2-‘$))), 
&,,+&), @$,+1(X’)) a 1, 
hence 
P(K(X), K(X’)) 2 2-(““+“. 
Thus the family 
(Kf -IQ-‘( B( W, 2-““))I WE 7alCi) 
is 2 -’ %+’ ‘-discrete, i.e. (Q, K ) E %i l The proof that zi is dense is analogous. 
We will show now that nf,,(%in%i)cZi. Let (Q,@)Enf=,(%in%i) and 
y E Ji( X). Since the family $$Q-‘( %L) is locally finite by (Q, $) E f-j;=, %i, then 
#(X) = u b&fQ-‘( v): VE %,)- 
There exist iL(1,2}, VE vi and WE W;. such that VC k W and yE+fp-‘(V). 
Since (Q, #) E ‘;e,, then there exists a neighbourhood U, of y such that U, n 
rtfrp-‘( W’)=(bfOr LV’Z W, W’E Wia S’ mce (cp, $) E %i then there exists a neighbour- 
hood V, of y such that 
Thus for U = U, n Uz we have 
+-I( u)C f -IQ-‘( w). 
This shows that 9 is f -IQ-‘( %,,)-mapping, hence (Q, $0 E yn. 
Since 
then the set nT=, .Z’n is residual. If 
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then $ isf-‘cp-‘(%,)-mapping for every n E N, hence by virtue of Lemma 3.1 there 
exists u : (cr(X) + J such that 
z@(x) = qf(x) for every x E X. 
The mapping u can be extended onto the whole J”, since J E AR. Thus (9, @) E 3&. 
It follows that nT=, Z,, c X, and X, is residual. q 
of Theorem 5.1 for Cd( ,,J(T)~). Let f :X + X be a mapping of a 
metrizable space X of weight T into itself. Let Je; = J(T) for k E N. By Lemma 5.4 
for every i E N the set 
ui: fi J~~Jisuchthatcpof=uio(~,,...,~i-,,rLl+,,...S 
k=l 
k#i 
is residual in Cd (X, fl T=, Jk ). Let 
q9=(#,,& ,.... )E&&. 
i=l 
For each i take ui : nr= ,,k + i Jr; + Ji such that 
~i”f=Ui(~l,*==r~i-l,~i+l,**-)= 
Let u : nT=, Jk + J” be defined by 
U(XI,Xz,...)=(Ui(XI,...,Xi-l,Xi+l,...))~I. 
We have then 
U O e(X) = (“i(+l(x)9 l l . 7 ccli-l(x), cc/i+l(x)9 l l 0 ))>I 
=(+i(f(x)))Zl = (li 0ftx)9 
hence + E x Thus nF=, Xi c X and X is residual. Cl 
6. Remarks abou 
Every n-dimensional metrizable space of weight T is homeomorphic to a subset 
48 _‘. ,-dimensional Nagata’s universal space K,(T), consisting of all points of J( T)~, 
” - E ng at most n rational coordinates #O (see [$I). In [ 131 we have shown that for II/
every normal (in fact, Tychonoff) space 
of all mappings f: X -, J( rjw satisfying h 
Cd(X, J( T)~) of all mappings rm convergence 
topology. In this section we will e if we consider 
the space C(X, J(T)“) with the 
[13, added in proof]). 
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eorem. Zf X is a space with dim X s n, then for any cardinal number r the set 
%={hEC(X,J(+@): h(X)c K,,(r)} 
is residual in the space C(X, .Z(T)~). 
6.2. Corollary. Zf X is an n-dimensional space, then for every r the set 3Y of all mappings 
f: X-, Jo satisfying dim f(X)< n is residual in both spaces Cd(X, J(T)*) and 
ax, JWh 
The proof is preceded by some lemmas. Recall that for 0 s k s 00 we say that a 
subset A of a space X is a &-set in X if the set of all mappings f: I’ + X satisfying 
f(l”)c X\A is d ense in the space C( I’, X ) (see, for example [ 151 for this notion). 
6.3. mma. Let A be a closed &-set in the space J( 7)“. 73en for every 
n-dimensional simplicial complex K with s 7 vertices (with the metric topology) 
the set 9 of all mappings f: 1 KI + J( T)” such that $Kl)c J(7)“\A is open and 
dense in C(X, J(T)“). 
Proof. Denote J(T) by J. Take arbitrary f: 1 K I--* J” and an open covering “v”’ of J”. 
Let Y be an open covering of J” such that St”‘+“cV-< “Ir’. By induction we will 
construct: 
a sequence g_ I =X go, g, , . . . , g, of mappings of 1 K 1 into J”, 
a sequence W_, = ‘If, ‘WO, W, , . . . , W,, of open coverings of J” and 
a sequence U-,=& UO, U ,,..., Un of open subsets of I KI such that 
(1) gkEZ3(gk_,, Y)nB(g,_,, W’,_,) for k=O,l,..., n, 
(2) Uk 3 IK”‘I, where KtL’ denotes the k-skeleton of K, 
(3) for every g E B(gA, WA) we have g( U,) n A = 0. 
Suppose that m 3 0 and g,,,_, , ‘W,,, _, and V,,, -, satisfying conditions (l)-(3) are 
already defined. By Lemma 3.5 of (16), the convex hulls C, of the sets loI\ U,,,_, , 
where CE Kim’, form a discrete family in I K I. By Lemma 3.2, the set 
Ce = (g E C(l K I, J”): the family {g( C,,)},,, K(‘o’) is discrete} 
is open and dense in C(l K I, J”). Thus there exists h E C(l K I, J”) and an open 
covering % of J” such that 
B(h, Q)c %nInt B(g,,_,, W,,,_,)nInt B(g,_,, ‘V). 
Let F=u(C~~: GE K’“‘}andlet y:C(lKl, J”)+C(F, J”)bearestrictionmapping: 
u(f)=flF; by Lemma 1.3 of [16], v is operi. Thuq there exists an open covering 
W of J” such that 
(hlF, %‘)c v( (h, %)). 
f? n’ 
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Since A is a &-set in .I” and C,, is homeomorphic with I’“, where m G n, then 
for every CT E K (‘“) there exists g l w. C,, + J” such that g, is %‘-close to h 1 Cm and 
gV( C,) c J”\A. Let g be a combination of all g,, U’E Kfm’; then g E B(h 1 F, %I). 
Thus there exists g, E Int B( h, %!) satisfying g,,, 1 F = g. Since g E 9, then the family 
{g,,,(Q: ATE K’“‘} l d’ IS tscrete and since gm 1 F = g, then gm( C,) n A = 0 for each 
O=E Kfm’. Thus we have 
We can now choose a neighbourhood Um of the set I K’“‘[ in I K I and W;, E cov(J”) 
such that for each g E B(gm, wm) we have g( U,) n A = 8. The induction is comp- 
leted. 
To end the proof it suffices to observe that the mapping g,, satisfies 
g, E B(f, St”‘+‘) ‘V)cB(S, V’) and g,<lKl)nA=@. q 
. Lemma. Let A be a closed Z&-set in the space .I( +“. Then fir every n-dimensional 
space X the set 9 of all mappings f: X + S(T)” such that f(X) c J(r)“\A is open and 
dense in C( X, J( $‘). 
oof. It is easy to see that the set 9 is open. To prove that 9 is dense observe 
at for every mapping f: X + .?(+’ and “cry cov(/(r)“) there exists an n- 
dimensional simplicial complex K with s 7 vertices and mappings t,!j : X + 1 
q:lKl+J(~)~ such that 
Since by Lemma 6.3 there exists @, : I K I + Jo such that 
and $, E B(Q, V), then $, 0 $ E B(f, St ‘V) and @I 0 e(X) c .I( +“\A. The construc- 
tion of K, Q and # is standard; we will give only the sketch of it. Since J( T)~ E 
then there exists a retraction r : U + J(r)” of some open subset of a linear topol 
space E onto J(T)? Let V, be an open covering of U by convex! sets which refines 
F’( clr) and let % be a locally finite open covering of J( T)~ consisting of ~7 sets 
which star-refines clr, A J(T)? Finally, let “ur be a locally finite open refinement of 
J”-‘(a) with I WI s r and ord W d n and let {A w : WE W} be a locally finite partition 
of unity subordinated to it (cf. [5, Ex. 7.2. 
Let K = N(W) be the nerve of covering 
coordinates {h&x): 
then q,(t) =cwELw tw- xws where {xw : 
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6.5. Proof of Theorem 6.1. The set J( T)~\ K,( 7) is the union of countably many 
closed sets of the form 
={X=(Xi)EJ(T)":~(Xi,O)=qj fOri=l,.*.,n+l}, 
I 
where ql,. . . , %+I are rational numbers #O and i, , . . . , in+, are different natural 
numbers. In [I31 it was shown that for every such F and every space X with 
dim X s n the set 
is dense in the space Cd(X, J( T)~). In particular, every such F is a &set in J( T)~ 
(note that for Y compact the limitation topology in C( Y, J(T)“) coincides with the 
uniform convergence topology). Thus K,( 7) is a complement of countably many 
&sets in J( 7)“. From Lemma 6.4 and the Baire theorem, the set 2 sf all mappings 
f: X + J( 7)w satisfying f(X) c K,,(r) is residual in C( X, J( T)~). Cl 
Since for a closed subset F of a normal space X the restriction mapping 
Y:C(X, J(+Gj-+C(F, J(T)“) 
is open (see [ 161, Lemma 1.3]), and by virtue of Corollary 4.2 we obtain the following: 
6.6. Corollary. If F is an n-dimensional closed subset of a normal (respectively, 
metrizable of weight 7) space X, then the set of ail mappings (respectively, embeddings) 
f : X + Jo satisfying dim f( F) s n is residual in C(X, J( 7)“). 
6.7. Corollary. If F is an n-dimensional closed subset of a completely metrizable space 
Xof weight 7, then theset ofallclosed embeddingsf: X + Jo such thatf(F)c K,(T) 
is residual in the space C(X, J(r)“). 
The counterpart of Corollary 6.6 for the space Cd (X, J( T)O) was obtained in [ 13, 
Proposition 4.31 and the counterpart of Corollary 6.7 for Cd (X, J( T)~) was obtained 
recently in [9]. 
Corollary 6.7 is a strengthening of a result of WaSko [17] who proved that for 
every infinite cardinal number 7 and every natural number n there exists an 
n-dimensional complete metric space X,,, such that every n-dimensional complete 
metric space of weight ‘I’ embeds as a closed subset into X,,,. The space X,,,7 
constructed in [ 171 was defined as the subspace of Jo x R” consisting of all 
points which have at most n rational coordinates. Later, Hattori [6] has shown that 
for an n-dimensional completely metrizable space X of weight T the set 5V of all 
closed embeddings of X into /X,,,, is dense in the function space of all mappings 
from X to Jo x R” with the uniform convcrge..ce topology; our Corollary 6.7 
(where J( T)O can be replaced by Jo x I?” without changes in proof) shows that 
% is residual (hence dense) in C( X, J(a)” x R’“) with the limitation topology, 
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stronger than the uniform convergence topology. Corollary 6.7 also shows that the 
space K,(r) itself can be taken as X,,,. Another proof of Waiko’s theorem is given 
in [3] (and in [9] cited above). 
Recall that a metrizable space X is an absolute extensor in dimension n (briefly, 
X E AE( n)) if for any at most n-dimensional metrizable space Y and any closed 
subspace A of it each mapping f: A + X can be extended to the whole of Y. 
6.8. Corollary. If A is a closed subset of a metrizable space X such that dim( X\A) s n, 
then every continuous mapping Q : A + K,, (7) has a continuous extension 6 : X --, K,, (7). 
In particular, K,(T) is absolute extensor in dimension n. 
roof. Let A = ny= 1 U,,, where Un is open in X and let F, = X\ U,,. The subspace 
c(Q) ={f E c(x, J(dW):f (A= Q) 
is closed in C(X,J(T)~) hence it is a Baire space (see [16, Lemma 1.11). For a 
closed subset F of X disjoint with A let 
% = if E C(Q):f(F) = K,(T))- 
We will show that the set 5$ is residual in C(Q). Indeed, the restriction mapping 
v:C(Q)+C(F,J(T)~) is open and onto and the set 
~~=(f~G(F,J(r)~):f(F)cK,(7j} 
is residual in C( F, J( T)~) by Theorem 6.1. Since +!& = V-‘( 2&), then %F is residual 
in c(~).we have 
~={f~C(Q):f(X)cK,(T)}3 ii %F,,, 
n=l 
hence % is residual in C(Q) and thus nonempty. 0 
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